CHAPTEE XXVI.
THE PREPABATION OF BONE BLACK.
this fine black pigment, also known as Paris black, is pre-
pared by crushing bones (preferably those of calves or other
young animals) into lumps the size of a nut, and placing
these fragments in an old cast-iron retort or pot with a close-
fitting lid. This vessel is then placed in a furnace in such a
manner that it is surrounded on all sides by glowing coals.
Under the influence of the heat the organic substances in
the bones soon begin to decompose, the gases liberated burn-
ing with a bright flame round the edges of the lid. Heating
is continued so long as the gases come off abundantly, but
as soon as these cease, or the flame becomes dull and blue,
instead of brilliant and white, the operation is complete,
whereupon the retort is taken out of the fire and allowed to
cool with the lid on.
A still better method is to enclose the bones in an iron
wire cage that fits the retort exactly. As soon as the car-
bonisation is terminated, the cage is taken out, its contents
discharged into a tub of water, and the cage is filled with a
fresh charge of bones and returned to the retort. By work-
ing in this way a considerable quantity of bones can be
carbonised in a day in a small furnace.
The glowing bones, quenched by the water, should be
light, porous, and of a pure black colour. If heavy, dense?
and brown, they have been removed from the furnace too
soon; whilst if light, but greyish, especially in the upper
layers, they are over-burned, and air has gained access to
the interior of the retort.
As already mentioned, access of air must be entirely pre-
vented, otherwise the carbon in the bones will be consumed,
and nothing will be left but the white porous bone ash. If
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